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sum standing to his credit when we returned to Southampton,
' He proposed, he said, to go back to his old mother at St. Vincent
and there set up with his earnings as a trader, He would
get a shop, stock it, and marry a wife, and she would
attend to the customers, while he would sit outside the door
on the head of a barrel and smoke. When it was suggested
that such a course would inevitably end in drink, he added a
boat to the programme, in which he would sometimes go out
and catch fish.
We were detained at St. Vincent awaiting the arrival of a
spare piece of machinery, and occupied the time by watering
the yacht at the bay of Tarafel in the island of San Antonio.
A stream from the high ground there finds its way to the svu,
and supplies the' water for the town of Mindello. The lower part
of its banks are fertile, forming a beautiful, if small, spot of
verdure amid the arid surroundings. Light, with the green hills
of Devonshire in mind, remarked, '* It is very nice, ma'am,
what there is of it—only there is so little/'
When we brought up, the men went into the shallow water
" and shot the trammel in order to obtain some fresh fish. This
brought on board an elderly gentleman, Sefior Martinez, the
official in charge of the place, who was not unnaturally indignant
at what he imagined to be a foreign fishing vessel at work in
territorial waters. We were able to explain matters, and were
much interested in making his acquaintance, He had never
visited England, but spoke English well, kept it up by means
of magazines, and was greatly delighted with the gift of some
literature. He welcomed us as the first English yacht which
had been there since the visit of the Sunbeam in 1876, of
which he spoke as if it had been yesterday.
Having got our package from England, we finally quitted
the friendly harbour of Porto Grande on Thursday afternoon,
May 2Qth, sailing forth once more, this time to cross the Atlantic,
with the little shiver and thrill which it still gave some of us
when we committed our bodies to the deep for a long and lonely
voyage, even with every hope of a resurrection ob the other
side of the ocean. After we sighted St. Jago, the capital of the
Cape Verde group, on the following day, we saw no trace of
human life for thirteen days; so that if mischance occurred
there was nothing and no one to help in all the blue sea and

